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by Crystal MacMillan
With the small hands of toddlers grabbing at pencil and paper, a baby
crying in the lap, and a senior family member in need of help, a young
mother studying English at home certainly has her struggles.
The learning environment is just one of the many challenges
new Canadians face when arriving here in Nova Scotia. While attending daily classes is more beneficial than three hours a week of
at-home instruction, this isn’t always an option for some students.
The inability of students to attend classes daily, due to special circumstances, creates a need for the class to come to them.
The EAL Outreach Program, now offered through Immigrant
Services Association of Nova Scotia (ISANS), has been recently inherited from the HRSB Adult EAL Program, which closed as of March
31st. Outreach provides two English classes weekly, with an ISANS
EAL Instructor in the home of a client who can’t attend class. These
one-on-one sessions provide instruction based on ISANS Community
Language curriculum, using Portfolio Based Language Assessment
(PBLA) and a task-based approach.
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Spring is (finally) here! As we enter a
season of renewed energy and new
beginnings, TESL Nova Scotia is
dedicated to creating opportunities
to reinvigorate our collective teaching and learning practices. Here’s
how you can get involved:
Attend TESL NS Conferences
Get inspired at our Spring Conference, and consider presenting at future conferences. Find out more
at https://teslns.com/conference/2017
Contribute to the TESL NS Newsletter
What better way to exchange your knowledge and expertise with
others? You will gain valuable PD and others will gain your insight.
It’s win-win! Send your inquiries and submissions to editor@teslns.
com
Stay Informed
You can find the latest updates and happenings in our community
through the TESL NS website (https://teslns.com) and our Facebook group page (https://www.facebook.com/groups/TESLNS).
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From Kris Mitchell, President of TESL NS
Dear TESL NS Members,
These last eight months have been an interesting journey filled with both success and hardship.
Having very little experience in a role such as this has
been a challenge to say the least, but it has also been
very rewarding, and humbling. So, with that in mind, I
first and foremost would like to express my overwhelming gratitude for the wonderful people who volunteer
their valuable time and energy to keep this train on the
tracks: your TESL NS Board of Directors!
To Sandra Powell, for her unwavering support of TESL NS, and the knowledge she brings with
it. Boards have changed over the years, but Sandra
has always been the pin that holds us all together. To
Vanessa Lent, for managing our finances. This year
has been especially challenging in this regard, and you
deserve our thanks. To Jennifer MacDonald, our master
web manipulator, for her continued willingness to take
on the daunting task of managing our online presence.
To Anna Maier, for her amazing ability to keep track of
all of us—I could not think of any person better suited
for the job. To Darlene MacInnis, for working ceaselessly as our TESL Canada representative, an especially
demanding position. I know that you represent us well,
and always have the members’ best interests in mind.
To Tony Rusinak, for his unwavering positive energy for all things TESL NS, and for taking in stride his
nomination to the board. To Tracy Franz, who has been
able to raise our newsletter from the ashes and create
something wonderful—well done. To our Members at
Large, Chad Warren, Gerry Russo, Setsu Kawahara,
Olga Lyubenko, and Patricia Buchanan, thank you for
your participation and contributions to TESL NS—your
work does not go unnoticed. And last but not least, to
Susanne Campbell, for taking the lead in organizing another great TESL NS Spring conference at the beautiful
Acadia University. Your hard work and commitment to

making this conference a success has paid off, as we are
now one week away from what will be a wonderful day
of PD, networking, good food, and fun.
Of course, this brings me to you, our members!
On behalf of the TESL NS Board, I would like to extend
our gratitude and appreciation to all of you, as it is you
who make us who we are. It is my hope to see as many
of you as possible at the Spring 2017 Conference. We
have a wonderful line-up of presentations and round
tables, with topics that cover a variety of issues. Thanks
to the members who are presenting and who have
given us the ability to put together such a wonderful
event. So, let’s all get out and support our colleagues,
and come together as I know TESL NS can. See you at
the conference!
Yours sincerely,
Kris Mitchell
President, TESL NS
(president@teslns.com)

Kris Mitchell, TESL NS President
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What Our Syrian Students Want Us to Know
by Sherry Neville-MacLean
For a long time, I have been interested in what students have to say about learning and about how they
are taught – the student voice. I use this voice to
influence my teaching. Recently, I had the pleasure
of speaking with the members of five Syrian families
who relocated to a small community in Nova Scotia.
I sought to assess their wants and needs surrounding
teaching methods and considerations. I asked the
students what they would want teachers of EAL to
know and to keep in mind while instructing them.
Below are the messages I wove together based on
what I heard.

Consider the Effects of Learners’ Previous
Knowledge
Although some Syrians learned French as an additional
language throughout their schooling, most Syrians with
whom I spoke studied EAL. Despite having not used
English in years, their previous knowledge is welcomed
by them; they are pleased with themselves when they,
during current instruction, remember concepts learned
in the past. Those respondents who learned EFL tended to express an interest in learning grammar to allow
them to differentiate among meanings of similar word
patterns.

When considering novel information, the
learners spoke about the importance of repetition.
Being introduced to the new word or concept does not
guarantee being able to connect it to one’s own knowledge. If no assimilation or accommodation occurs,
having time to commit the word or concept to memory
is necessary. Similar to this message, some learners
requested introduction to word families (noun, verb,
adjective, and adverb). It was explained that, in this
way, they are given the chance to select the word form
of their choice.
Another related message was to group students by proficiency level. According to one learner, it is
frustrating for all learners when the students at higher
levels are feeling slowed down in their learning, while
the students at lower levels are struggling and feeling
unsuccessful.

Select Assignments of Personal Relevance: Have Them Tell Their Own Stories
The need for relevance of material was expressed
through discussions of themes connected to daily life
and through discussions about usefulness of—or personal connection to—the content of instruction. One
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or the teacher. Some males may be comfortable shaking hands upon meeting or greeting females to whom
they are not related or married, while others are not. A
pat on the shoulder may be a sign of congratulations,
or it may be unwanted physical contact.
As one respondent explained, instructors
should be “open to communicate” about these differences. He feels it is the only way for us to know what
is acceptable and what is unacceptable, what is comfortable, and what threatens both the learner-teacher
relationship and the learning process.
respondent explained he was able to write about what
he had experienced in Syria. Having been able to tell
his story – a story that began as his lived experiences
being transferred to a writing assignment at Antigonish
County Adult Learning Association – allowed him to feel
like he “owns” the language now. Another respondent
said, “Teach me about my life – anything about my life.”
Yet another respondent explained the frustration that
accompanies the gaps between the knowledge and
thoughts some refugees have of what they hear and
read (their own complex thinking for which they have
words in their native language) and what they are able
to express in English at the time. Being able to communicate those ideas, according to him, means “getting
what’s inside out” and avoiding “problems with self” by
sharing ideas and feelings with others.

Practice Cultural Competence and Communication Skills
Respondents were quick to note the individuality of
their own beliefs and actions; however, they did note
some “Canadian ways” that are a mismatch to their
own ways of being. While mixed classrooms, handshakes, and pats on backs may be norms for some of
us, such learning arrangements and greetings are not
norms for all people. Some females are not bothered by
being in the same classroom as males to whom they are
not related; however, there are other females who find
themselves uneasy in these situations – whether the
male representation is other students in the classroom

______________________
Most of Sherry Neville-MacLean’s experience in TEAL
involved work in EAP. In fact, EAP was such a large part
of her life that she devoted her M.Ed. thesis to trying to
understand post-secondary EAP students from China
in rural areas of Atlantic Canada. This past year, she
made a career change and began working alongside EAL
learners and EAL literacy learners at Antigonish County
Adult Learning Association (ACALA) and with Teaching
Immigrants English (TIE). Sherry thoroughly enjoys how
meeting these adult language learners allows her to both
teach and learn.
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TESOL 2.0 Convention: Highlights from the Largest Event in ESL
By Tony Rusinak, TESL NS Board Member
The largest professional organization for ESLTs held
its 2017 international convention and English language
Expo in Seattle this March.
The TESOL Convention was a gathering of
more than 6,000 members from 160 countries, consisting of academics, researchers, administrators,
industry experts, and teachers. With enough presentations, workshops, exhibits, keynotes, symposiums,
and special events to fill a 260-page program guide,
the amount of ideas coming out of this convention was
overwhelming.
TESL NS is a TESOL Affiliate. Along with hundreds of other English Language Teaching organizations globally, TESL NS is expected to participate and
attend the TESOL convention every other year with the
goal to “improve language teaching by fostering the
exchange of ideas, resources, information, newsletters,
and reflective experiences through online discussions,
partnerships, conferences, and workshops.”
Representing TESL NS at the conference, I had
the opportunity to do just that. Soon enough, I set off
to Seattle to network with the other affiliates in five
days’ worth of events and activities. Here are some of
the highlights:

Top 3 Quotes:
• “Current ESL classrooms all over the world require
teachers to be positive agents of change, where
teacher agency needs to operate as a peace-builder.”
– Fracture Lines, British Council Session (from
“Improving English in National Education Systems:
Lessons from Around the World”)
• “The Four Cs of twenty-first century super skills are
now six Cs: Creativity, Critical Thinking, Collaboration, Communication, China, and Canada.”
– Young Zhao, University of Oregon (from “Perils or
Promises: Education in the Age of Smart Machines”)
• “Give credit where credit is due! Let’s make bridging-program EAP courses credited towards international students’ diplomas.”
– Stephanie Brown, Holyoke Community College,
USA (from “Five strategies to Invigorate Your ESL
Program”)

Top 3 Speakers:
• Sherman Alexie (“Power and Empowerment: An
Urban Indian’s Comic, Poetic, and Highly Irreverent Look
at the World”)
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One of The New Yorker’s 20 top writers for the 21st
century, Alexie put on quite a show. He adapted his
keynote talk to address ESL teachers’ purposes for
teaching and blew the crowd away.
• Young Zhao (“Perils or Promises: Education in the Age
of Smart Machines”)
In a very comical, intelligent, and relevant talk, Zhao
had everyone in hysterics, while at the same time answering the question of whether ELTs will be replaced
by machines or not.
• Sara Davila (“Clearing the FOG: Informed Strategies
for Communicative Grammar Teaching”)
Davila has an amazing understanding of how global
language objectives connect with pedagogy in the
classroom. She’s is making big things happen with
Pearson Publishing.

Top 3 Affiliates TESL NS
Should Hook Up With:
• ORTESL – These guys were so much fun and had
such passion for teaching. If you’re ever in Oregon, try
and make it to a conference.
• NNETESOL– I put them on the list because they are
so close to us. Hopefully we’ll get a TESL NS – New
England Conference Exchange in the near future.
• TESL Panama – Out of all those in attendance, TESL
Panama was the most enthusiastic. They also invited us
to a conference in Panama City. Might it be during the
winter???

Top 3 Surprises:
• Canada – With You Know Who now in the presidential
office, there is a major shake-up going on in the American TESL world. More often than I expected, Canada
was referenced as a place that is doing things more
than right, and a place for the fed-up to start over.
• Vipkid – Chatting with cape-wearing teacher/marketers in a blaze orange expo booth, I went on to learn that
this online ESL school has more than 10,000 teachers
and 100,000 active students. And according to the
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lollipop-chomping gang that surrounded me, they are
growing incredibly fast.
• Espresso – You can buy $12 cups of coffee in
Seattle. . . which I did. I bought three.

Top 5 Career-invigorating Reasons to Go
to TESOL Chicago 2018:
• Explore a multitude of organizations, schools, and
projects that you qualify for.
• Network in CHICAGO with thousands of positive
people from over 160 countries, who share your passion for teaching.
• Completely saturate your ESLT brain by attending
dozens of workshops and talks.
_________________
Tony Rusinak (BA, DELTA, RCIC) has taught and teacher
trained ESL in eight countries over fifteen years. His
recent areas of focus are English for Academic Purposes,
digital curriculum design, and immigration for international students. (tonyrusinak@gmail.com)

BC TEAL Turns 50!
On behalf of the TESL NS Board and all
its members, we would like to extend our
congratulations and admiration for BC
TEAL’s 50 years of service to the world of
ESL and SLT. In the last 50 years, BC TEAL
has worked hard to establish, promote,
innovate, and contribute positively to our
profession, and they have been successful
on all counts. So, it is with great pleasure
that we say: Congratulations on turning 50!
May the next 50 be just as rewarding.
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Report from IATEFL 2017
by Jennifer MacDonald
In Canada we sometimes find ourselves influenced by
both the US and the UK on certain issues—spelling, politics, and Easter chocolate to name a few. International
teaching associations are no exception. We have our
pick between the UK-based International Association
of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language (IATEFL),
along with the American TESOL International. While
Tony Rusinak attended the TESOL International conference (see page 6), in early April I attended the annual
IATEFL conference in Glasgow, Scotland, for four days
of learning, discovery, and meetups, with 500 talks and
symposia to choose from. These large international
conferences are a great way to get a feel for the zeitgeist in ELT in any given year—that is, which topics, be
they pedagogical, linguistic or political, people are debating in staffrooms and bringing into their classrooms
around the globe.

Non-native-speaking teachers
Issues of the non-native-speaking teacher were prominent at this year’s conference, in the wake of last year’s
powerful plenary address by Silvana Richardson on
native speaker bias in the ELT industry. This year, each
conference attendee received a copy of Péter Medgyes’

The Non-Native Teacher with their registration pack,
and the program had several presentations on native
speakerism, along with other related issues such as the
move away from native speaker norms toward English
as Lingua Franca (ELF). One such presentation was
“NESTs and NNESTs: Awareness-Raising and Promoting Equality Through Teacher Training” by Karin Krummenacher, Daniel Baines (Oxford TEFL Prague), and
Marek Kiczkowiak (University of Leuven) of TEFL Equity
Advocates. In this session, the speakers shared an
awareness-raising project they carried out with teacher
trainees to sensitize them to issues of native speaker
bias. Every year at the IATEFL conference, the ELT
Journal stages a debate in which two ELT researchers
or practitioners take opposing sides of a topic, and this
year’s dealt with ELF. Péter Medgyes and Alessia Cogo
debated the question of whether English as a Lingua
Franca (ELF) is interesting for researchers but not important for teachers and learners.

Inclusion and special needs
Inclusion and special needs is another area that seemed
prominent at IATEFL 2017. Several sessions focused
on neurodiversity, dyslexia, and inclusion in language
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teaching. One of the best talks I saw at the conference
was Alistair Roy’s “Small Talk: Supporting Introversion in
Language Learning.” Alistair is with the British Council in
Madrid, and he gave lots of practical suggestions on how
to accommodate introverted learners in our classrooms
and recommended some further reading: Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World that Can’t Stop, by Susan Cain.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Mark Your Calendar!

Canadians at IATEFL
I usually try to catch up with as many of the Canadians
at the IATEFL conference as possible. Angelica Galante
spoke on “Integrating Plurilingual Practices in ELT in a
Superdiverse World,” the theme of her doctoral research
in multicultural and multilingual Toronto. She shared
several examples of classroom activities to encourage
translanguaging, code-switching, cross-cultural awareness, and plurilingual identities in our students. Another
Canadian was Douglas Sewell, who spoke on “Developing
Self-Regulated Learning Skills Through a Restructured
International Foundations Program” and shared some
of the practices they employ in the IFP at the University
of Calgary. An interesting aspect of their program is that
students not only learn about English but also learn to use
English; they learn not only about the norms of academic
behaviour and expectations in the Canadian university
environment but also how to navigate those norms. Another Torontonian, Ken Lackman, spoke on taking a “big
picture approach” to teaching as opposed to breaking up
of grammatical, lexical, and phonological systems and
teaching them separately.
I saw far too many presentations to summarize here.
Thankfully, IATEFL archives many of the conference’s
talks online at https://iatefl.britishcouncil.org/2017 so
teachers around the world can continue their professional
development on their own schedule.
______________________
Jennifer MacDonald is Head Teacher of ESL Programs at
Dalhousie University.

TESL NS Spring Conference
Saturday, May 13
Acadia University
teslns.com

TESL Canada Conference
June 8 - 10
Niagara Falls
tesl.ca
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LESSON PLAN

Student-Led Tutorials for Reducing Errors of High Frequency
by Tracy Franz
ELLs—and developing writers in general—often struggle with error in their written work. Being able to identify and correct frequently occurring mistakes can greatly
reduce the number of errors in writing overall, thus
improving both accuracy and clarity. Some of the common offenders include mistakes with verbs, agreement,
plural vs. singular word forms, word relatives, articles,
prepositions, sentence construction (e.g. fragments
and run-ons), and punctuation.
The following adaptable activity is aimed at helping
student to help themselves to identify and reduce error
in their writing. It can be particularly applicable during
the editing stage of a writing project.

Level/Class
This lesson is suitable for adult learners enrolled in an
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) course.

Time
2 hours (flexible)

Lesson Aims
Learners will. . .
1. Examine errors of high frequency.
2. Locate and use resources for correcting errors.
3. Develop additional resources.
4. Present and discuss relevant information.
5. Apply this learning to the editing stage of the writing
process.

Materials and Preparation
• Computer access (at least one laptop with Internet
access per group of 3-5 students)

• Discussion forum and teacher’s example set up on
LMS (e.g. Brightspace)
• Writer’s resource weblinks (e.g. Purdue OWL)
• Marked student writing
• A working draft of student writing to edit
(Adapt to suit your instructional context. A lower-tech
version of this activity will require access to relevant resources—e.g. handbooks and guides, explanatory handouts, and relevant links accessible via mobile phone—and
pencil and paper. Poster paper or whiteboards could be
used as well.)

Groups
4 groups of 4 students (Various configurations are possible.)

Basic Plan
1. (5 min.) Ask, “What are ‘errors of high frequency’?
Why might it be useful to focus on eliminating these
types of mistakes in particular?” (Be sure to discuss that
being able to identify and correct common errors can
result in a significant reduction of errors throughout a
paper.)
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2. (10 min.) Brainstorm examples of errors of high frequency (e.g. subject-verb agreement, plural forms, etc.)
and note on whiteboard. (Ideally, students will collect
errors from their own previously-marked essays, paragraphs, and so on.)
3. (10 min.) Briefly discuss one of the errors, such as
using the singular instead of the plural noun form (e.g.
cat vs. cats). Ask, “Why does this error occur? How do
we correct it? What tools can we use to help us?” Point
students to some useful resources for error identification and correction.
4. (5 min.) Arrange students into groups. Each group
then selects one error to investigate.
5. (20 min.) Groups log on to LMS and build a forum
post with the following: (1) a basic, clear explanation
of the error, including any relevant connections to an
L1; (2) examples of the error (students can draw from
their own papers); (3) useful online sources devoted to
this error; (4) a mini practice quiz (multiple choice, error
correction, fill-in-the-blank, or other).
6. (30 min.) Set up the tutorials. Reconfigure groups
so that each participant represents a different error.
Students refer to the LMS forum on the laptop and
explain their errors, saving the quiz portion for later. All
participants take notes and ask questions to clarify their
understanding. (Alternatively, groups could formally
present this information to the whole class.)
7. (20 min.) Students return to their original groups and
enter the online forum to try the quiz. They may ask
others for assistance and/or clarification, as needed.
8. (20 min.) Students edit a paper draft and/or provide
feedback on a peer’s draft. Ideally, they should focus on
identifying and correcting errors covered in the tutorials.
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Follow-up Options
• Editing test: Students find and correct errors in a
sample text.
• Reflective journal entry: Students reflect on the lesson through writing in response to a prompt, e.g. “How
can you apply today’s learning to your writing process?
Give specific examples of your common errors and how
to fix them.”
________________
Tracy Franz holds an MFA in Writing, a BA in English-Writing, a CELTA, and a Certificate in E-Learning
Instructional Design. Having previously taught writing
and EAL for over 15 years at universities in the U.S.
and Japan, she currently serves as an EAP instructor at
Dalhousie University’s College of Continuing Education.
(tracy.franz@dal.ca)

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
TESL NS NEWSLETTER
We are currently accepting feature
articles, news, reviews, lesson plans, PD
opportunities, photos, and other items
to be included in the July 2017
newsletter. Please send your submissions to editor@teslns.com by July 1.
Publications dates are generally
scheduled mid-monthly as follows:
July, October, January, May.
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COLUMN: Literally Speaking. . .

by Gerry Russo, PhD

Under Pressure

Have you ever had a sense of urgency? A pressing need
to complete something or address an issue can come
from the outside, such as a work-related matter, or
from the inside, such as a desire to stop procrastinating? No matter the particulars, we have these feelings,
emotionally and often physically, and naturally, we can
talk about them. In fact, we often need to talk about
them to help us feel better. The way that we talk about
these states of being can give us
an insight into how we think about
them and thus enable us to more
systematically present the wide
variety of expressions that we use
to English language learners.

Pressure
The primary definition of “pressure” usually concerns force, as in
this example from Oxford Dictionaries: “Continuous physical force exerted on or against
an object by something in contact with it.”
Just what does this have to do with the urgent
feeling you get when you need to pick up kids from
school, go shopping, correct a pile of papers, and plan
tomorrow’s lesson at the same time? The answer is
that this type of pressure is a metaphor whereby certain matters in our lives compel us to perform certain
tasks. These things push on or against us, and often
they press down on us as a weight or burden. For this
reason, we say that we are under pressure.
Why would we choose these particular words
and concepts to describe this state of being? Perhaps
the answer is in how we feel physically in such moments. We might experience a tightness in our chest,
perhaps a crushing headache. Body language can give
us away, too, as we might walk with our heads down,

shoulders slumped, just as though there were a weight
on our shoulders that we were carrying.
In his book The Body in the Mind, Mark Johnson
(1987) posits that the fact that we are three-dimensional beings that live, breath, move about, and walk
upright is inextricably linked to how we form concepts
about ourselves and navigate our concrete world;
moreover, we understand and conceptualize abstract
notions in these very same
ways. Earlier work by Johnson
and George Lakoff (1980), Metaphors We Live By, had suggested that our thoughts, concepts
and language are all products
of metaphorical reasoning.
Root metaphors are the building blocks of our conceptual
and communicative world, for
example, MORE IS UP, HUMANS ARE CONTAINERS OF EMOTIONS, IDEAS ARE
OBJECTS.
To wit, we don’t even think about the impossibility of thoughts having mass when we say certain
things. We carry heavy thoughts for the very reason
that these thoughts are heavy, not because we think
of or perceive the thoughts to be weighty objects
that we might need to move here or there like bricks.
Thoughts and memories press down on us, weigh us
down until we collapse, are crushed by their magnitude
and cracked from the stress and strain. Conversely, we
might be able to bear the burden, carry it with us, make
light of it, or even leave it behind us.

Teaching idioms
Viewed in this way, a coherent approach to teaching
idioms would have us take a concept, such as pressure,
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and run with it. Since conceptual metaphors are concrete, it is not a stretch to render them as images that
can serve as a mnemonic for learners who are more
visually oriented, such as a sketch of an egg cracking
under the weight of a rock. If total physical response
(TPR) is an approach that works with learners, imagine
donning a backpack laden with books, each of which
represents a problem or heavy thought. Chances are
that the concept of pressure is expressed in a similar
way in the learner’s L1, yet the difference will lie in
exactly how the concept is encoded in English, which
collocations are used, articles, prepositions, and the
like.

Internal pressure
There are various types of physical or literal pressure,
and that makes this concept particularly rich. One of
the conceptual or root metaphors discussed by Lakoff
and Johnson (1980) is HUMANS ARE CONTAINERS
OF EMOTIONS. What’s more is that EMOTIONS ARE
LIQUID: we are brimming with emotion, there was an
outpouring of grief, and think of the Bible’s “My cup
runneth over.” If we bottle up our emotions, however,
we have the same trouble that a can of pop might have
when shaken: pressure increases, pressure builds, and
pressure mounts. This volatile, even explosive situation
can lead to a calamitous event in which the can bursts.
For a person, such outbursts of emotion, if controlled,
can be characterized as letting it out or blowing off
some steam, adding the dimension of temperature to
emotion. Imagine, though, a pot of water over a flame,
starting to simmer, reaching the boiling point, boiling
over uncontrollably, or even flipping its lid.

Mixing metaphors
There is nothing wrong with mixing metaphors; in fact,
that’s what figurative language is all about: explaining
things in many different ways. This is how, it is often
stated, a building can burn up and burn down at the
same time. In this brief exploration of how we talk
about pressure, we have seen that it can come from the
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outside – the report you need to finish by 5:00 pm – or
from the inside – thoughts, anxiety, pushing oneself,
etc. And why wouldn’t we describe how someone feels
in any or all of the ways discussed above:
• It was clear he was under a lot of pressure when
he blew up at his best friend.
• I was cracking under the strain of the looming
deadline and nearly flipped my lid.
• With everything bearing down on us during reading week, we blew off some steam by shooting some
hoops.

One more thought
Think about stress and pressure for a while. Think about
the literal idea and the images it conjures. If a person
can crack under pressure, then metaphorically, what
is a person? Next consider the mechanics of how this
is expressed in words. Which words can we substitute
for pressure? Are there certain prepositions associated with pressure and stress? Which verbs express
succumbing to pressure or resiliency? What is a literal
situation in which one would “choke under pressure?”
Asking yourself these types of questions is one
way to start developing a coherent conceptual unit that
paints a more complete picture of idioms.
References:
Johnson, M. (1987). The body in the mind: The bodily
basis of meaning, imagination, and reason. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Lakoff, G., & Johnson, M. (1980) Metaphors we live
by. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Pressure. (2017). Oxford living dictionaries. Retrieved
from https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/pressure

_____________________
Gerry Russo holds a PhD in Applied Linguistics and
teaches in the EAP program at Dalhousie University. His
interests lie in metaphorical competence, conceptual
fluency and their application in language instruction.
(gerry.russo@dal.ca)
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2017 SPRING CONFERENCE
Are you interested in teaching English as an additional language?
Join us at Acadia University on Saturday, May 13 for a day of
presentations, workshops, and networking opportunities.
Please register at http://teslns.com

The conference is free for TESL NS members, and $30 for non-members.
Learn more at http://teslns.com
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Continued from page 1:

English at the Kitchen Table
Most who qualify for the EAL Outreach Program have newborns—or young children—and are
waitlisted for daycare services; have children with
special needs; or have health and mobility concerns
that prevent them from attending classes on a daily
basis.
An EAL Outreach instructor helps bridge a connection to the local English speaking community, and
encourages clients to attend class when the opportunity becomes available. During the period of absence
from the classroom, attending these tutoring sessions
is an essential tool for students to stay accountable
to their progress and feel supported in reaching their
goals.

“What do you want to do in
Canada? What are your goals?”
states the essay prompt.
After a year in Canada, a young Syrian mother of
two has a clear vision of what she would like to
accomplish over the coming years as she settles
into her new home.
She writes, “My goal now is to learn

English. I hope to go to university. I
would like to go get a good job and
someday build a home like my home
in Syria.”
This client had already completed two years of
an undergraduate degree in her home country
before coming to Canada, and she eagerly anticipates the phone call from ISANS with her invitation to join a classroom at one of their Halifax
locations, pending daycare availability.

Walaa Al Sayed studies English
at the kitchen table

________________________
Crystal MacMillan found her passion for teaching when
she took on an EAL volunteer tutor role with Immigrant
Services Association of Nova Scotia (ISANS) in 2013.
She then went on to complete the Certificate in Teaching
English to Speakers of other Languages (CELTA) at the
International Language Institute (ILI) that same year. For
the next 3.5 years she worked with the Halifax Regional
School Board (HRSB) Adult EAL program, where most
of her experience has been working with adult literacy
students, both in the classroom and in the community
doing outreach. She recently finds herself back at ISANS,
continuing her career as an EAL Outreach Instructor.

